Introduction of full-period sample method
Full period sampling is a method he length of each intercepted sampling signal are equal to an integer multiple of the vibration signal period.
Software-based sampling methods have been widely studied, V Staudt and his colleagues Support by central university basic research Civil Aviation University of China special funding: ZXH2012H003 estimated signal period by multiplying the signal and the window function, then transform them by fast Fourier [4] , CI Byrnes and colleagues obtained signal period through filtering signals by the filter array [2] . WEN Hongju and his colleagues implemented fullperiod re-sampling through using software to synchronously collect vibration signals and speed signals [5] . The first two methods cannot guarantee the accuracy of the period. WEN's method can only capture full period signals which do not contain synchronic phase information of vibration signal.
Currently more feasible method is Re-sampling Technique raised by ZHANG Ren. This method requires a key phase signal and vibration signals sampled simultaneously, and then use the software to analyze the collected data, according to the key phase frequency gained by calculation we can apply full period truncation and interpolation to obtain full-period sampled data.
Re-sampling Technology
To get synchronous full-period re-sampled vibration signal, we must first find the starting and ending point of each period. While the key phase signal contains a start and end point, we can find a phase marker to mark them, and then using cubic spline interpolation method to sample them. ABSTRACT: In this paper, some main software implementations concerning full-period sampling and nonfull-period sampling are cited. Re-sampling technique based on cubic spline interpolation and harmonic analysis algorithm are representative methods of respectively full-period sampling and non-full-period sampling. The advantages and limitations of the two methods are compared by means of MATLAB simulation and experiment.
Analysis of results finds that the re-sampling technique can completely restore the periodical signals and effectively avoid spectral leakage and fence effect, but it needs a large amount of operations. When synchronous error is considerable the compute of period can be inaccurate. Harmonic analysis algorithm of non-full-period sampling can avoid spectral leakage caused by synchronization error and has a great tolerance for deviation. Moreover, it can make the harmonic analysis surpass the Shannon theorem. However, it can only analyze integer multiple frequency signal. KEYWORD: Vibration signal; full-period sampling; non-full-period sampling; spectral leakage process is calculating the period via the key phase signal. The algorithm is [7] : 1) Calculate the peak-to-peak value (V PP ) and average value (V ave ) 2) Search sequentially the data of key phase signal, if less than (V PP + 0.5 V ave ) set it to 0, go on until find the first data greater than (V PP + 0.5 V ave ), set it 1. Then set the data behind to 0 until there is a data less than (V PP + 0.4 V ave ). 3) Repeat step 2 to find the position of every key phase pulse. From the interval and number of sampling points between two adjacent keys phase signals, the sampling period and rotational speed can be calculated.
Apply cubic spline interpolation method to vibration signals, and then re-sampling the signal.
Theorem of cubic spline interpolation: in the interval [a, b] , there are n + 1 points (x j , y j ), j=0, 1,Ln. Assuming that a= x 0 < x 1 < L < x n =b, if the function satisfies:
 It is a cubic polynomial on each subinterval Applying this theorem to the original time sampling data, we can better approximate the original vibration signal, and then we can re-sample the signal. Steps are as follows:
1) According to processed key phase signals, we can get the number of samples N between two adjacent peaks (one period). Since the speed of rotor is increasing, N will gradually reduce in the horizontal direction. 2) As we set the sampling frequency 64 points per period, so n = N / 64 is the sampling interval of one period. 3) Because key phase signal and timing sampling signal are collected simultaneously, their horizontal axils is one to one correspondence, so we can sample with the step of n from the vibration signals processed by cubic spline interpolation algorithm which begins from the initial position of coordinate. So that we can obtain the full-period sampled data.
3 NON-FULL-PERIOD SAMPLING
Introduction of non-full-period sampling
In actual situation it's impossible to achieve strict synchronization. It always exists synchronization error which can produce large errors in the calculation. For this reason, many scholars have proposed a variety of harmonic spectrum analysis method to inhibit or reduce the synchronization deviation. For example: windowing technique and windowing interpolation techniques [1] , quasisynchronous sampling method [3] . These methods have more or less measurement errors in principle. The harmonic analysis algorithm, put forward by ZHANG Jianqiu in 1995, applies non-full-period sampling method in harmonic analysis of periodic signals, and deduced correct and clear conclusion. This algorithm eliminate the spectral leak errors regardless whether the actual sampling synchronous or not. It breaks the restriction of Shannon sampling theorem.
Harmonic Analysis Algorithm of Non-FullPeriod Sampled signal
Harmonic analysis algorithm [6] : assuming f(t) is a periodic signal on [ t 0 , t 0 + T -T 0 ], we apply nonfull-period sampling on it with sample frequency T S = ( T -△ T) / N, where △ is the synchronization error, and -0.5 < △ < 0.5, T is signal period. We sample N + 2 points within the sampling period T S . Which are:
]
with K = 0, 1,…, N + 1. Calculation definitions are given as follows: Where m = 1, 2,…M (M is the highest harmonics order),by this algorithm the harmonic's amplitude and phase of each order can be obtained: This algorithm has been demonstrated there is no measurement error in theory.
VERIFICATION
In this paper we use software simulation and experimental data to verify and compare the feasibility and the accuracy of the harmonic analysis and cubic spline interpolation re-sampling method.
4.1
Simulation verification Software simulations will implemented by MATLAB. The simulation signal is superimposed sinusoidal signal:
The key phase signal can be simulated by pulse signal with to be determined and great enough amplitude. In this simulation we set N = 64, synchronization error △ change from 1% to 10%. We re-sample the signals in different synchronization error using respectively the fullperiod sampling method and non-full-period sampling method. Table 1 and table 2 are results. Am and φ m represent respectively measured amplitude and phase. Error represents the deviation of measured amplitude compares with the amplitude of input signal. 
Experiment verification
The experiment verification is based on the data acquired from the own-build rotor experiment platform in laboratory. The data is sampled by a high performance data acquisition card in which vibration signal and key phase signal are acquired in different channels. A continuous acquired stable signal for a period of time t is set as a reference. This signal mainly concentrated on base frequency and double frequency parts. The experimental data is a section of this signal. By calculation on MATLAB we can obtain respectively the errors calculated by different method in different synchronization error. 
Results analysis
From the result shown on the tables, we can easily conclude that:  Both of these two methods can restore the signal when the synchronization error△ is small.  They have very high accuracy when △ < 2%, and the full-period sampling is a little superior to harmonic analysis algorithm of non-full-period.  The errors increase as the synchronization error becomes lager. The re-sampling results are in high accuracy when △ < 4% for full-period but for non-full-period re-sampling the tolerance is △ < 8% (6% in experimental verification).  According to the experiment result, the harmonic analysis algorithm of non-full-period can only acquire the integer multiple frequency signals while filtering the non-integer frequency.
CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of the results finds that both of the resampling technique and harmonic analysis algorithm can completely restore the periodical signals and the accuracy is high when the synchronization error is small. The re-sampling technique can effectively avoid spectral leakage and fence effect, but the interpolation and re-sampling processes need a large amount of operations. When variation of rotating speed is considerable the compute of period can be inaccurate. Harmonic analysis algorithm can avoid spectral leakage error caused by synchronization error and has a relatively great tolerance for deviation. Moreover, it can make the harmonic analysis surpass Shannon theorem. However, it can only analyze integer multiple frequency signal. Some improvement methods, proposed by same scholars, endow this method with the ability to analyze arbitrary harmonics but the filter will cause loss of data.
Since the synchronous error of aero-engine rotor is not great, and the signal has often integer multiple frequency, these two methods can restore the signal in high accuracy. But considering the amount of computation, hardware devices performance, tolerance for synchronization deviation, non-fullperiod sampling algorithm has obvious advantages.
